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)12MReading Comprehension( 

 :Read the following text ,then choose the correct answer 

  
                          Mr. Hamad is an engineer at Al Ahmadi. He goes to his work 

from eight o'clock until five daily. He works hard but he  enjoys it very much . One 

day, he got out of his office after work ,but he didn't find the key of the car. He 

forgot it inside the car and locked it. Suddenly, it started to rain heavily. He got 

wet,cold and sad. Then, he phoned his wife and told her the story. He was happy 

when his wife told him that there was another key in his jacket. Mr. Hamad said 

"Thank you, dear wife." 

 

) :m12=3x4: Choose the  correct answer from a,b,c&d : (A ) 

1- Mr Hamad  works at     -------------------- .  

a- the car       b- Al- Ahmadi       c- the story         d- the key 

2- He ---------------  the key inside his car  . 

a- rained        b- forgot                  c- worked         d- phoned 

3- He was   --------------- when his wife told him that there was 

another key in his jacket . 

a- cold               b- sad            c- wet          d-happy 

4- The underlined word ( it) in fourth line refers to -------------. 

 a- the jacket         b- the wife         c- the key        d- the office 
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M)15Language form and meaning ( 
 )M9Vocabulary ( 

) :m9=3x3A ): Choose the  correct answer from a,b,c&d : ( 

1- Mum always tells me to …………………………… my jacket  . 
a- put on           b- turn on                 c- get out                     d- hurry up 

2- Children shouldn’t  watch …………………………… films  . 
a- snowy          b- scary                    c- uncomfortable              d- icy 

3- People didn’t have ----------------in Old Kuwait . 

a- paraffin lamp            - knees          c- electricity        d- cloth 

)M6Grammar ( 
) :m6=3): Choose the  correct answer from a,b,c&d : (2x B 

 

1- Dad might -----------  from London today evening  . 
a- come           b-comes         c- coming            d- came 

2- The shirt is  --------- small. Can I have a bigger one, please  ? 
a- enough             b- too                   c- a                  d- to 

 
 

)13MWriting ( 

My favourite of four sentences about (aph Write a short paragr

 :)  using the following guide words and pictureswriter  
 

 

   

   

 

 

 

favourite – AbdulAziz Hussain -  Kuwaiti- many books – buy- to be –grow up 
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My favourite writer 
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)m(3x1=3 Spelling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Prepared by :Mrs  Rahma  Abdullatif       

 

 

 

 
 

10M Total rubrics Grade Five 

 6 M Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and numbers of sentences 

2 M Spelling & grammar 

2 M Handwriting ,spacing and punctuation 

tr-c- mobi-e ph-ne car b-ak- 


